DOMESTIC BLISS

The Olympia offers one of the most luxurious residential experiences in Brooklyn.

By Charles Kouvaris

Starting high above Dumbo in Brooklyn’s newest luxury residential property, Olympia, inspired by the 225-year-old history of the area, Olympia was created by Hill West Architects and interior design firm Workstead. The scene behind the glass is what off the scale’s natural elements, such as the cobblestone streets and nearby water. The result? A unique, architecturally striking environment.

Aside from its 98,000 square feet of amenities, Olympia features 476 residences, including 1, 2, and 3-bedroom units. Each home is modeled after traditional apartment living and crafted with a simple, bright color palette, offering a clear canvas for residents to create the home of their dreams. Materials like maple, Agape Corian stone, and dark marble are used throughout the residences. And as the tallest building in Dumbo, standing 27 stories, residents have close to 360-degree views of surrounding Brooklyn and the famous Manhattan skyline.

Enter through the dramatic concrete columns at ground level through the triple-height lobby, which features art by Jacob Hashimoto. Then, enter to The Garden on the ground floor for moments of serenity, or relax in the mezzanine-level lounge—sheer’s own set spa with a bath off the lobby.

In the basement, The Club makes it’s a one-stop shop for games and fun, with a state-of-the-art bowling alley, fitness center, spin room, movement studio and lounge with a pool table. There’s even a playground to help the kids entertain during weekends.

Up a few flights, The Bridge, where Olympia’s two pools, hot tubs and tennis court are located. Residents can go on the barbeque while the kids play in Olympia’s ship-inspired playground, before heading to the gym, fitness room or treatment room to really unwind. 35 Front St, Brooklyn, info@olympiabrooklyn.com, 718.614.2466, olympiabrooklyn.com
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